
 

 

Specialist for Mechanical Timekeepers, Pilot Watches and Oversized Wristwatches 

It all began in an idyllic house  in La Chaux-de-Fonds, where Jules Godat set up 
a modest workshop. Like many watchmakers in those days, he spent the cold winter months as a 
seasonal worker. In 1868, he set up his own business and by doing so laid the foundation for ZENO 
watch production as we know it today. In his workshop, he made silver pocket watches. When Jules 
Godat left, the workshop was expanded to manufacture railway clocks and watches. In 1900 the 
workshop was further enlarged and equipped with electric power to drive the machines.  
 
 
 

 

In 1920, André-Charles Eigeldinger took over  
the Godat watch production. He specialized  

in the manufacture of  
observation watches for military purposes, 

slide rule watches and pocket watches 
in silver, gold and platinum. 

 

In 1922, Eigeldinger & Söhne registered the ZENO 
brand. This name is a reminder of the Greek 

philosopher Zeno of Kition and means 
“gift of Zeus” or “God given”. 

 

 

 

 
 

In the manufacture of ZENO watches, great care is taken to produce high quality 
timekeeping instruments with a good cost-benefit ratio. 

Since 1922, the watchmakers at ZENO have been making individual pieces 
with a distinctive character and timeless beauty. 

 
 
Demand for wristwatches rose constantly and between the Great Wars production was converted to 
wristwatches. The first ZENO wristwatches were made of gold and intended solely for export. In 1937, 
to mark the 15th anniversary of the ZENO brand, the first watches with an integral stop function and 
acoustic telemeter were made. In 1949, ZENO took part for the first time in the Swiss watch fair in 
Basel. In the years that followed, ZENO engineers developed a number of digital watch models with 
jumping hours, pendant watches for nurses and watches for boys. In 1960 production was temporarily 
moved to the Atteslander workshops in Biel where the first mechanical pilot watches were developed, 
returning to Basel in 1965. 
 
 
 

 

The rapid pace of progress brings constant 
changes to our lives, but in the ZENO watch 

workshops, mechanical wrist and pocket watches 
are still being made by traditional techniques with 

the exceptional calmness and concentration of 
experienced watchmakers. 

 
For over eighty years, ZENO watches have been 

produced largely by hand. 



  

www.zeno-watch.ch 

 
ZENO and Basel  In 1966, Felix W. Huber developed the first 
mechanical ZENO watch which set the path for all future ZENO models. 
When the company was taken over by the Huber family, the assembly of 
wristwatches and the service department were transferred to Basel, on the 
river Rhine. The very first Basel creations included the first vacuum diver’s 
watch, the “Compressor”, which was launched in 1969 at the Watch and 
Jewellery Fair. In addition to in-house manufacturing, the Huber family took 
over commercial representation for the whole of Switzerland.  

 
 

 

As in the case of the manufacture of the first watches back in 1868, ZENO-
WATCH BASEL still takes great care in the manufacture of high quality 
measuring instruments with their distinctive character and timeless 
elegance. 
 

We owe it to the energy of Felix W. Huber that many new innovative watch 
creations are developed every year and often manufactured in extremely 
small series based on the historical original models. These are mechanical 
precision time measuring instruments which combine traditional 
workmanship, technology and design at the very highest level. 

 
 
As it was not easy to find sufficient qualified personnel in the Basel region, cooperation with other 
watch making workshops was sought at an early stage. ZENO pocket watches have been produced in 
the sunny Ticino canton since 1975 where the dials are also printed. Fashionable quartz watches are 
made in La Chaux-de-Fonds and Neuchâtel (Switzerland).  
  
With the new addition of the first pilot watches made in 1966, ZENO is celebrating the renaissance of 
a truly great classic. The wristwatches in the latest Air Force collection follow on from the great 
tradition of professional airmen’s watch making. The mechanical timepieces are intended for 
connoisseurs of timeless design and a transparent cost-benefit ratio. Zeno does not invest in 
advertising but in the product.  
 
Experience for yourself the quality, love of detail and expert workmanship with which the different 
materials are crafted. We invite you to visit a retail store near you to have our watch collection 
presented to you personally. We thank you for your interest in our watches and very much hope that 
you will like our timepieces made with such care. We would be happy to pass enquiries on to your 
regional representative. Please contact us for further information or suggestions.  
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Specialist in Mechanical Timekeepers, Pilot Watches and Oversized Wrist-Watches 

ZENO-WATCH BASEL is an independent Swiss family business. As a watch designer, Felix W. 
Huber has been the driving force behind the success of this Basel-based family business for over 40 years.  
 

 
 

Felix W. Huber (left) with his son Patrik-Philipp Huber 
(watchmaker-rhabilleur and businessman) 

My work with watches requires my total dedication. 
I start thinking about my "babies" from the moment I wake 
up, and sometimes I take them to bed with me in my 
thoughts. 
 

I also normally wear two watches at once. 
Most of the time, one of them will be my latest creation. 
 

Each and every one of my watches represents a 
challenge I have overcome. I am particularly proud of the 
Air Force collection. This collection gave me the 
opportunity to develop a range of watches which 
combines enduring value with timeless design. On a 
strong, powerful wrist, these watches have a masculine 
presence, but they are equally at home on a more 
delicate hand and for that reason, they have a special 
place in my heart.     - Felix W. Huber 

Reliable high-quality Swiss watches at attractive prices 
-  The modular design method (whereby the same components, such as housings, dials, straps, movements etc., are 

used over and over again and are interchangeable) enables large-scale series production, which has a positive 
effect on the price-performance ratio. 

 
Small global brand 
-  ZENO-WATCH BASEL is represented in 43 countries world-wide but does not invest in extensive marketing 

campaigns. The aim of ZWB is not to be synonymous with "everyman's" watches. As a niche player, ZWB 
specialises in manufacturing classical mechanical wrist-watches, pilot watches, large and oversized watches. 

 
Target customers 
-  Our main target customers are men over the age of 30, who are looking for an unusual, masculine, easy-to-read 

watch, but also one that has a special, unique charm about it. There is no question that IWC and BREITLING are 
more well-known for pilot watches than ZWB – but while these brands are in a different price league, the quality 
they offer is similar, so ZWB is an attractive alternative.  

 
Oversized watches are a fashion must-have 
-  Zeno introduced this fashion! Pocket watch movements were being used in wrist-watches as far back as the 1920s, 

and this ultimately led to oversized wrist-watches. ZWB was the first to revive this idea. This is a well-known fact, 
particularly among watch connoisseurs. That is why ZWB is accepted as an Independent Brand and enjoys an 
excellent reputation among watch lovers.  

 
Tradition 
-  Zeno was founded by Jules Godat in 1868. In 1922, ZENO was registered as an independent brand.  

In 1965, production was relocated to Basel. ZWB is proud to have been an independent business for over 140 
years. 

 
Facts 
- Good quality at an attractive price 
- Easy-to-read dials (particularly in the case of pilot and diver watches) 
- Various options such as metal bracelets, folding clasps and alternative dials available 
- Swiss Made - international guarantee 
 
 
  


